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CFD Package
Model exact patterns of airflow occurring in and around
a building, the distribution of heat, and contaminants
using our Computational Fluid Dynamics package
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CFD Package
Our CFD package is specifically designed for the
needs of the building industry. Get the answers you
need quickly and easily! With an easy to use interface,
most of the effort is taken away, and CFD studies can
be incorporated as a vital part of the design process.
Excellent graphics make the results easy to understand,
and enable you to communicate effectively with
your clients.
> Calculate airflow and heat 		
transfer in and around buildings, 		
taking into account boundary 		
conditions such as the effects of 		
climate, internal energy sources 		
and HVAC systems.

> Investigate in detail natural
and mixed mode ventilation 		
strategies.
> Analyse outdoor wind flow 		
effects and pedestrian comfort 		
and safety.

> Predict occupant comfort 		
temperatures, air temperature 		
and airflow; optimise supply
grille placement.

Standalone Annual
License

Standalone Rolling
License

VE-Pro module for 3D geometry creation, data assignment
and import functions

€250

€600

ApacheSim

Fast, accurate dynamic thermal simulation for energy/carbon
modelling and much more...

€850

€2000

MicroFlo

Model exact patterns of airflow occurring in and around a
building, the distribution of heat, and even contaminants

€1750

€4350

€2850

€6950

€2200

€2400
€4600

Module

Description

ModelIT

List Price

Discounted Offer
First Year: Pay for Annual
(Rental) license type
Second Year: Transition to
Rolling (Permanent) license
type. Use your investment
from Year 1 rental (€2200)
and subtract it from the
Rolling (Permanent) License
price cost. You essentially
get Year 1 for free!

Third Year: Pay the 15%
maintenance fee on the
list price of the software.
Fourth Year: (and every
year thereafter): Pay the 15%
maintenance fee on the list
price of the software.
For a 10% fee, you
purchase your software
with quarterly payments.

Contact Us
For further information or to purchase this
exclusive offer contact sales@iesve.com
or call +44 (0) 141 945 8500

Year 1 Rental = €2200
Year 2 Price = €2400
*Special offer to rent
before you buy!

Via F.lli Ceirano, 9
12100 Cuneo (Cn)
Italia
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Fax +39 0171 414981
www.eplusplus.net
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